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Abstract—To enable user diversity and multiplexing gains, a
fully digital precoding multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
architecture is typically applied. However, a large number of
radio frequency (RF) chains make the system unrealistic to lowcost communications. Therefore, a practical three-stage hybrid
analogue-digital precoding architecture, occupying fewer RF
chains, is proposed aiming for a non-orthogonal IoT signal in lowcost multiuser MIMO systems. The non-orthogonal waveform
can flexibly save spectral resources for massive devices connections or improve data rate without consuming extra spectral
resources. The hybrid precoding is divided into three stages including analogue-domain, digital-domain and waveform-domain.
A codebook based beam selection simplifies the analogue-domain
beamforming via phase-only tuning. Digital-domain precoding
can fine-tune the codebook shaped beam and resolve multiuser
interference in terms of both signal amplitude and phase. In the
end, the waveform-domain precoding manages the self-created
inter carrier interference (ICI) of the non-orthogonal signal. This
work designs over-the-air signal transmission experiments for
fully digital and hybrid precoding systems on software defined
radio (SDR) devices. Results reveal that waveform precoding
accuracy can be enhanced by hybrid precoding. Compared to a
transmitter with the same RF chain resources, hybrid precoding
significantly outperforms fully digital precoding by up to 15.6
dB error vector magnitude (EVM) gain. A fully digital system
with the same number of antennas clearly requires more RF
chains and therefore is low power-, space- and cost- efficient.
Therefore, the proposed three-stage hybrid precoding is a quite
suitable solution to non-orthogonal IoT applications.
Index Terms—Beamforming, multiple input multiple output
(MIMO), multiuser, hybrid precoding, Internet of Things (IoT),
non-orthogonal, software defined radio (SDR), prototyping.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the development of industry 4.0, IoT devices are
becoming multi-functional but with increasing system
complexity. There are three significant challenges in current
IoT devices: to extend the signal transmission distance, more
power has to be consumed; to aggregate massive devices, extra
spectral or timing resources have to be occupied; to boost
data rate, high-order modulation formats have to be applied.
It is predicted that the world would have 55 billion connected
devices by 2025, and to support such rapidly growing IoT
services in wider signal coverage, massive device connections
and increased data rate, new techniques have to be developed.
T. Xu, C. Masouros and I. Darwazeh are with the Department of Electronic
and Electrical Engineering, University College London (UCL), London,
WC1E 7JE, UK (e-mail: tongyang.xu.11@ucl.ac.uk, c.masouros@ucl.ac.uk,
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In the 4th generation (4G) [1] and 5th generation (5G)
[2], orthogonal internet of things (IoT), such as orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) based narrowband
IoT (NB-IoT), is no longer efficient for next generation
IoT (NG-IoT) requirements. Non-orthogonal signal waveforms, such as fast-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(Fast-OFDM) [3], [4], [5], spectrally efficient frequency division multiplexing (SEFDM) [6], [7], [8], [9], filterbank based
multicarrier (FBMC) [10], Half-Sinc [11], nonorthogonal frequency shift keying (FSK) [12] and Hilbert-pair waveform
[13], bring benefits either in signal bandwidth saving or data
rate improvement. The 4G/5G standards maintained the use
of OFDM for NB-IoT as there are benefits of compatibility
with the 4G/5G signal formats and the general benefits of
multicarrier signals in simply and simultaneously correcting
imperfect timing synchronization, local oscillator (LO) phase
offset, sampling phase offset and other joint hardware/channel
impairments. This work will focus on the enhancement of
downlink NB-IoT, which employs the traditional multicarrier
OFDM signal. The bandwidth compression SEFDM signal
waveform is investigated in this work primarily for its spectral
efficiency enhancement and energy efficiency improvement
relative to OFDM as well as for its ease of implementation and
backward compatibility. With careful waveform scheduling
[14], power efficiency can be significantly enhanced leading
to battery life extension. These advantages are apparent but
at the cost of inter carrier interference (ICI). For uplink
channels, advanced signal detectors can be applied since signal
processing is within base stations. In such cases, the uplink
IoT devices capacity can be improved. For downlink channels,
precoding has to be used to simplify each IoT device.
Although single antenna is preferred in IoT scenarios for the
purpose of simplicity, future IoT applications would require
services based on multiantenna multiuser techniques. Multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) is now widely used to improve
capacity and achieve diversity and multiplexing gains. There
are a number of renowned MIMO testbeds such as Argos [15],
Ngara [16], TitanMIMO [17], Lund University’s MIMO [18]
and Bristol University’s MIMO [19]. To achieve high diversity
and multiplexing gains, pure digital precoding is normally used
to pre-equalize inter-user interference in MIMO systems. The
methodology is to modify amplitude and phase of symbols
at baseband and then up convert the signal to radio frequency
(RF) domain. In the end, antennas are connected to deliver the
RF signal over the air. In order to achieve this, each antenna
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has to be controlled by one RF chain, which is too expensive
for multiantenna multiuser IoT systems.
Previous work has revealed the feasibility of using pure
digital precoding to recover non-orthogonal SEFDM signals
in the UCL multiuser MIMO-SEFDM testbed [20]. However,
six transmitter RF chains, associated with six antennas, have
to be used to support two users. Analogue beamforming,
such as the techniques used in IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE
802.15.3c, can greatly reduce hardware design complexity
by using phase shifters. However, the analogue beamforming
cannot achieve user multiplexing since only one beam can be
generated, via phase shifters, per RF chain. This challenge can
be solved by a hybrid analogue-digital precoding architecture
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], which employs low-power
and low-cost phase shifters to expand low-dimension MIMO
systems to high-dimension MIMO systems to enable diversity
and multiplexing gains. The strategy is to first apply phase
shifters for phase-only analogue precoding and then employ
the typical low-dimension baseband zero forcing (ZF) digital
precoding to modify both signal amplitude and phase. The
second-stage digital precoding is a fine-tune operation, which
further mitigates the inter-user interference. The joint RF
analogue and baseband digital precoding can greatly cut the
hardware costs and achieve superior diversity and multiplexing
gains. Existing MIMO hybrid precoding methods are designed
for single carrier waveforms or the orthogonal multicarrier
OFDM waveform. Since our target multicarrier SEFDM signal
waveform breaks the orthogonality, precoding strategies have
to be different.
This work designs a three-stage hybrid precoding architecture to enable a low-cost multiuser MIMO-SEFDM system.
The first stage is analogue precoding, which changes the phase
of each data stream leading to a spatially narrow beam. The
second stage is digital precoding, which modifies both signal
amplitude and phase to fine-tune the beam derived from the
first precoding stage and mitigate inter-user interference. The
third stage is waveform precoding, which pre-equalizes the
interfered SEFDM signals. The three precoding stages are
inter-related. The first stage shapes the beam using phase
shifters, whose quality is crucial to relax the burden of the
second stage fine-tuning. In addition, the first two precoding
stages determine the last stage waveform precoding accuracy.
Since a precoding matrix is multiplied in the third stage to preequalize the non-orthogonal signal, any deviations from the
first two precoding stages would be amplified. This work will
comprehensively investigate the joint three-stage precoding architecture and applies experiments to validate the performance.
The main contributions of this work are:
• Novel three-stage precoding architecture for the hybrid
analogue-digital multiuser MIMO-SEFDM system. The
entire system can be optimized independently;
• Low-complexity analogue beam selection strategy with
the assistance of staggered pilot symbols. The pilots
can extract spatial channel information, which is used
simultaneously for digital precoding and beam power
measurement;
• Experiment over-the-air prototyping of the three-stage
hybrid analogue-digital system. In particular, extensive
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Fig. 1. Illustrative spectra for different multicarrier signals. (a)
OFDM (12 sub-carriers, bandwidth is B). (b) SEFDM (12 subcarriers, bandwidth compression factor α=0.9, bandwidth is α × B).

•

comparisons are provided via implementing two additional fully digital precoding multiuser MIMO systems;
Enhanced hardware efficiency. Measured results reveal
that the three-stage MIMO-SEFDM architecture outperforms fully digital MIMO-SEFDM with significant bit
error rate (BER) and spectral efficiency (SE) gains occupying the same RF chain resources. To reach similar
performance, the fully digital system has to use more
RF chain resources resulting in reduced energy efficiency
(EE).
II. S YSTEM M ODEL

A. Waveform Model
The target IoT signal is the non-orthogonal multicarrier
waveform SEFDM, which packs sub-carriers closer than
OFDM leading to compressed spectral bandwidth and therefore improved spectral efficiency, at the expense of self-created
ICI [27]. The sub-carrier packing strategy and frequency
responses of OFDM and SEFDM signals are illustrated in Fig.
1.
The mathematical definition of a discrete N sub-carrier
SEFDM signal waveform Xk , in which k is the time sample
index ranging from 1 to N , is expressed as


N
1 X
j2πnkα
Xk = √
sn exp
,
N
N n=1

(1)

where α = ∆f · T is the bandwidth compression factor, which
is the factor determines the sub-carrier packing characteristics.
The signal is OFDM when α = 1 while α < 1 indicates the
SEFDM signal. ∆f is the sub-carrier spacing and T = N · Ts
is the time period of one SEFDM symbol where Ts is the time
period of one sample. s is an N -dimension vector consisting of
QAM/PSK symbols, n is the sub-carrier index ranging from 1
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Fig. 2. Block diagrams of different precoding strategies. (a) Fully digital precoding (FDP-I) system with NRF =6 RF chains and NT X =6
transmitter antennas. (b) Fully digital precoding (FDP-II) system with NRF =2 RF chains and NT X =2 transmitter antennas. (c) Three-stage
hybrid analogue-digital precoding (HP) system with NRF =2 RF chains and NT X =6 transmitter antennas.

to N . The matrix representation of the discrete SEFDM signal
in (1) is expressed as
X = FS,

(2)

where S is an N -dimension vector consisting of sn and F is
the N ×N SEFDM modulation matrix, in which each element
is defined as exp (j2πnkα/N ). To clarify simply the principle
of SEFDM signal waveform, only additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) is considered in this section. Therefore, the
matrix format of a received SEFDM signal is defined as
Y = FS + Z,

(3)

where Z is an N -dimension vector of AWGN samples.
At the receiver, the SEFDM signal of (3) is demodulated by
multiplying a fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) matrix as
R = F∗ (FS + Z) = CS + F∗ Z = CS + ZF∗ ,

(4)

where C is the correlation matrix consisting of elements
c(m, n), which is defined by correlating two random mth and
nth sub-carriers leading to an expression as
cm,n

N
1 X j2πmkα − j2πnkα
N
=
e N e
N
k=1
(
)
1
, m=n
j2πα(m−n)
1−e
=
, m 6= n .
j2πα(m−n)
N (1−e

N

(5)

)

The self-created ICI is given by the second term when m 6=
n. It is clearly seen that the term equals zero for OFDM when
α = 1 while it is non-zero when α6=1.
B. Multiuser MIMO-SEFDM System Architectures
We present three multiuser MIMO-SEFDM architectures in
Fig. 2 that compares our fully digital precoding benchmarks
and the proposed hybrid precoding. Fig. 2(a) demonstrates our
benchmark-I system, which is a fully digital precoding system
with NRF =6 RF chains and NT X =6 transmitter antennas.
This system architecture occupies more RF chain resources
than the other two systems. This would bring reasonable
performance but low hardware and energy efficiency. Fig. 2(b)
shows our benchmark-II system, which is also a fully digital
precoding system but with NRF =2 RF chains and NT X =2
transmitter antennas. This architecture cuts the number of
RF chains. Hardware efficiency is improved but performance

would be affected. Fig. 2(c) presents our proposed hybrid
analogue-digital precoding system with NRF =2 RF chains and
NT X =6 transmitter antennas, in which the analogue-domain is
adjustable via low-cost phase shifters. This architecture maintains reasonable hardware efficiency and would be expected
to achieve the performance similar to Fig. 2(a).
III. P RINCIPLE OF T HREE -S TAGE H YBRID P RECODING
The main idea of the three-stage hybrid precoding is to
use jointly the Stage-I analogue precoding and the Stage-II
digital precoding to enhance the accuracy of the Stage-III
signal waveform precoding. System modelling in this work is
based on single-antenna users. For the sake of practical evaluations, this work applies a sub-connected hybrid precoding
architecture [26], which avoids connections crossing different
RF chains and therefore simplifies the entire system design.
A. Stage-I: MIMO Analogue Precoding
In order to realize analogue precoding, multiple phase
shifters are combined to an RF chain via power splitters
and each phase shifter is connected to an omni-directional
antenna. Existing work in [24], [25], [28], [29] seek simplified
analogue beamforming strategies and convert high-dimension
hybrid analogue-digital precoding systems to equivalent lowdimension digital precoding systems. Work in [30], [31] designed circuits for a hybrid precoding analogue beamformer
based on a predefined codebook. In this work, we follow the
similar strategies by introducing a predefined beam codebook
for the phase shifter array. At this stage, no channel state
information (CSI) is required. A beam will be shaped by the
phase shifter array and will be steered to determine the best
directional beam depending on the target user received signal
power. To simplify the beam steering, a codebook consisting
of seven beam patterns is defined in Table I. The calculation of
the relative phase offset [32] between adjacent phase shifters
is defined as
◦
360 ·d·sinσ
,
(6)
ϕ=
λ
where σ is the steered beam angle in degrees, ϕ is the relative
phase offset between two adjacent phase shifters, d is the
distance between two adjacent phase shifters and λ is the
signal wavelength.
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Fig. 3. Simulated beam patterns with predefined beam direction
degrees. Three left-side hemisphere beam patterns and one zero-phase
vertical beam pattern are illustrated and the right-side hemisphere
beam patterns are the mirror symmetric copies of the left-side ones.

Table I: Beam pattern codebook for a three-antenna array per
RF chain at d = λ/2 antenna spacing.
Pattern Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Beam direction
degree σ
◦
0
◦
10
◦
20
◦
30
◦
−10
◦
−20
◦
−30

Relative phase
offset ϕ
◦
0
◦
32
◦
62
◦
90
◦
32
◦
62
◦
90

Since right-side hemisphere beam patterns are mirror symmetric copies of the left-side ones, then Fig. 3 only illustrates
three left-side hemisphere beam patterns and one zero-phase
vertical beam pattern. All the beam patterns in Fig. 3 are
generated via three aligned omni-directional antennas, which
are placed at d = λ/2 spacing.
The optimal analogue beamforming protocol in [29] divides
the analogue beamforming into three steps to refine gradually,
sharpen and track beams using a multi-resolution codebook.
To simplify the analogue beamforming processing, a one-step
beam search is applied in this work. The system would steer
beams following the predefined patterns in Table I and select
the best beam pattern with the highest target user received
signal power. The beam refinement will be managed by the
second stage MIMO digital precoding.
The configurations of analogue-domain signal phase and
digital-domain signal amplitude and phase require iterative
optimization [22], which is complex to practical systems. In
addition, a practical, accurate and efficient channel estimation
strategy is still an open research topic. Therefore, we aim to
find the best analogue signal beam using a sub-optimal but a
simple power detection approach according to the receiver side
user feedback information. Prior to data transmission, pilot
symbols are sent first to measure channel conditions. Pilot
symbols from each RF chain are staggerly packed to avoid
spatial signal overlapping interference.
The pilot packing structures for the typical fully digital pre-

Fig. 4. Typical fully digital precoding staggered pilot frame structure.

Fig. 5. Hybrid precoding staggered pilot frame structure.

coding system and the hybrid precoding system are illustrated
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. Assume the same number
of transmitter antennas, Fig. 4 has to interleave six different
pilot symbols in the time-domain, which is low efficient in
timing resource utilization. Fig. 5 can efficiently improve the
timing resource utilization by means of sending only two
pilot symbols due to the signal duplications of power splitters
and signal beamforming of phase shifters. In this case, only
two pilot symbols are sufficient even though six antennas
are employed. It should be noted that the staggered structure
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Fig. 6. Frame and resource block structure for the fully digital precoding system, reused from [20]. One frame consists of 20 time slots
and the first time slot is the overhead for downlink antenna spatial CSI estimation. The locations of overhead from different antennas are
staggered to avoid inter-user interference. This example is for the six-RF-chain fully digital precoding system. For the two-RF-chain hybrid
precoding system, each frame would have a shorter overhead indicating higher timing efficiency.

is only for pilot symbols since the inter-user interferencefree pilot transmission strategy enables accurate channel estimations and further helps the beamforming selection. For
non-pilot data transmission, different RF chains would send
data at the same time even with inter-user interference [20].
With the first-step channel estimation, the spatial interference
caused by non-pilot data from different antennas would be
removed. Therefore, in terms of pilot timing resources, the
hybrid precoding architecture has a higher timing efficiency
than that of the fully digital precoding counterpart. However,
both architectures have the same timing efficiency when nonpilot data is transmitted.
The time-frequency frame of the pilot and non-pilot symbols
allocation is reused from [20] and illustrated in Fig. 6 where
the six-RF-chain fully digital precoding is realized, showing
that all six antennas transmit pilot symbols at the same set
of frequencies but each in a different symbol time location.
Thus, time-domain inter-user interference can be avoided. For
non-pilot symbol transmission, the six antennas will transmit
data at the same time and on the same set of frequencies. For
the two-RF-chain hybrid precoding architecture, two antenna
frames would be used instead of the six frames in Fig. 6. In
this case, two staggered pilot symbols would be sufficient as
the overhead for the MIMO spatial interference estimation.
Therefore, timing efficiency is improved.
A single beam would be generated after using three phase
shifters on each RF chain. Therefore, we define in (7) equivalent pilot data p1 for the first beam and p2 for the second
beam.


p1 0
P=
.
(7)
0 p2
To achieve an optimal beam, the phase shifters have to be
accurately tuned according to the pre-defined beam pattern
codebook in Table I. However, due to the imperfect beam

characteristics such as the beam width and side lobes, interuser interference is not completely avoided. This results in a
full channel matrix, instead of a diagonal matrix, even when
hybrid precoding is used.
One benefit of using the hybrid precoding architecture is
that the effective channel H is simplified from a 2 × 6 matrix
(in Fig. 4) to a 2 × 2 matrix (in Fig. 5).


h11 h12
H=
.
(8)
h21 h22
Thus, the received pilot signals at each user, through MIMO
channels and AWGN z, are given by

y11
y21

 
y12
h
= 11
y22
h21

 
h12
p
× 1
h22
0

  
0
z
+ 1 ,
p2
z2

(9)

where y11 and y12 are the received symbols at the first user in
the first time period and the second time period, respectively.
The two symbols y21 and y22 are received at the second user.
The criterion of selecting the best beam pattern depends on
the power measurement at the receiver. The staggered pilot
structure not only measures the target user signal power, but
also the interference signal power coming from the other user.
Since pilots from each RF chain are time orthogonal, each
user would be able to measure received signal power without
inter-user interference. Therefore, the first user only takes into
account P11 and the second user measures P22 .
P11 = |y11 |2 ,

(10)

P22 = |y22 |2 .

(11)

The pattern index associated with the best beam is selected
according to the highest user signal power as the following.
P I1 = arg max P11 ,
P I1 ∈M

(12)
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P I2 = arg max P22 ,
P I2 ∈M

(13)

where M is the beam patterns in Table I, P I1 indicates the
beam pattern index for the first user and P I2 indicates the
beam pattern index for the second user. The pattern index,
leading to the highest target user power, is the final solution.
B. Stage-II: MIMO Digital Precoding
The first stage analogue precoding converts a highdimension RF domain system to a low-dimension baseband
system. This stage is to fine-tune the beam in digital-domain
by modifying both signal amplitude and phase. Based on
the amplitude and phase of received pilots, robust channel
estimation is realized for the digital precoding with the channel
coefficients estimation Ĥ in the following.

 

ĥ11 ĥ12
y11 /p1 y12 /p2
Ĥ =
=
.
(14)
y21 /p1 y22 /p2
ĥ21 ĥ22
The problem of inter-user pilot interference is avoided by
employing the newly developed staggered pilot transmission,
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. This allows accurate and real
time channel estimations using (14) and alleviates the need
of using the impractical complex maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation. In addition, the first stage analogue precoding
already shapes the beam in the space-domain, resulting in
better channel conditions with less interference in the digital
precoding stage. Both factors indicate that the simple estimation method in (14) would be sufficient.
It should be noted that unlike the first stage analogue
precoding, the digital precoding can modify both the signal
amplitude and phase. The operation relies on ZF and the
effective low-dimension digital-domain CSI Ĥ. The MIMO
digital precoding matrix D is computed as


d11 d12
H
H −1
D = Ĥ (ĤĤ ) =
.
(15)
d21 d22
Therefore, the non-pilot data signals, prior to the MIMO
antenna transmission, is precoded as
  
  
X̄1
d11 d12
X̃1
=
×
,
(16)
X̄2
d21 d22
X̃2
where X̃1 and X̃2 are the non-pilot original data streams
generated at the first RF chain and the second RF chain,
respectively. Each of them includes multiple OFDM/SEFDM
symbols as is shown in Fig. 6. The precoded data streams X̄1
and X̄2 will be transmitted at the same time and frequency.
Therefore, the staggered pilot symbols can simultaneously
assist to find the best analogue beamforming pattern for
the Stage-I analogue precoding and further obtain inter-user
interference free channel estimation coefficients for the StageII MIMO digital precoding.
C. Stage-III: Waveform Precoding
Waveform precoding is to pre-equalize the interfered
SEFDM signals using the pre-defined correlation matrix C,

which consists of elements cm,n derived from (5). The correlation matrix is deterministic once the signal waveform is generated. Therefore, the waveform precoding is straightforward
by multiplying raw signals with the inverse of the correlation
matrix C and no CSI is needed at this stage. The waveform
precoding matrix Wp , based on ZF, is thus defined as
Wp = CH (CCH )−1 .

(17)

The waveform precoding, conducted on S in (2), gives a
new expression in the following.
S̄ = Wp S.

(18)

The ZF based precoding would inevitably amplify any
deviations coming from the first two precoding stages. This
indicates the importance of accurate analogue and digital
precoding. It should be noted that the precoding matrix Wp
can be optimized using other algorithms such as constructive
interference (CI) [33] rather than ZF, which would be possible
solutions of mitigating the deviation sensitivity issue.
IV. M ULTIUSER MIMO-SEFDM S YSTEM P ROTOTYPING
The experiment is conducted in an indoor laboratory, which
is 4 meters wide and 9 meters long, at a carrier frequency
fRF =2.4 GHz. The experiment has a static indoor channel
environment due to fixed user and base station locations.
Therefore, slow beam sweeping is adequate. This setup covers
a number of realistic scenarios where IoT devices largely
remain in fixed locations after initial deployment. In addition, due to the nature of narrow bandwidth of IoT signals,
frequency selective channel impairments are negligible [1].
This work focuses on small size systems of six base station
antennas and two receiver users taking into account realistic
scenarios and limitations. Firstly, IoT communications prefer
low-power low-complexity system architectures. In addition,
there are no requirements for multiple-antenna system architectures for IoT applications. This experiment work therefore
represents a significant step forward to test up to six antennas
at the transmitter for functionality verifications. Secondly, this
work aims to explore the physical layer signal transmissions
and therefore skip any additional layer protocols such as timefrequency- code- domain multiple access and link scheduling.
Thus, the number of accessed users in this experiment is
functionally limited. Accordingly, the findings of our study
can be applied simply to multiple such domains, by employing
additional layers of scheduling and time-frequency division.
This can tremendously extend the potentials of the proposed
signal format, to achieve the massive connectivity. Thirdly,
to have a better backward compatibility with our previous
experiment testbeds [20], [33], the same system scale is
configured in this work for fair comparisons.
The aim of this work is to show the interference mitigation capability of using hybrid analogue-digital precoding in
MIMO-SEFDM signals. To have a comprehensive comparison,
two additional fully digital precoding systems are designed
and implemented with system architecture configurations in
Table II. The practical testbed setups of the three systems are
demonstrated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Testbed setups of different precoding architectures. (a) Fully digital precoding (FDP-I) system with NRF =6 RF chains and NT X =6
transmitter antennas. Phase shifters here are only for antenna alignment with no phase controls. (b) Fully digital precoding (FDP-II) system
with NRF =2 RF chains and NT X =2 transmitter antennas. Phase shifters here are only for antenna alignment with no phase controls. (c)
Three-stage hybrid analogue-digital precoding (HP) system with NRF =2 RF chains and NT X =6 transmitter antennas. Phase shifters here
are both for antenna alignment and phase controls.

Table II: Experiment testbed architecture configurations
Parameter
No. of RF chains
No. of transmitter antennas
No. of power splitters
No. of phase shifters

FDP − I
6
6
0
0

FDP − II
2
2
0
0

HP
2
6
2
6

Table III: Required devices for experiments
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Description
NI USRP-2953R
CPS-8910 cabled PCIE switch box x4, 10-Port
MXI-Express cable, Gen 1 x4, Copper
MXI-Express cable, Gen 2 x8, Copper
CDA-2990 8-channel clock distribution OctoClock
Transmitter omni-directional antenna
User omni-directional antenna
Control computer
Vaunix LPS-402 phase shifter
Power splitter

Quantity
6
1
6
1
1
6
2
1
6
2

The experiment employs Vaunix LPS-402 programmable
phase shifter [34] for two reasons. First, it has a high flexibility
to align antennas at specific spacing. Second, its programmable
feature and its high phase increment resolution (one degree)
are vital to the design of hybrid analogue-digital precoding
systems. The required experimentation equipment and devices
are listed in Table III and the key signal parameters are
summarized in Table IV.
Two users are placed in front of the transmitter antenna
array with a line-of-sight (LOS) path and each user is equipped
with NRX =1 antenna. The distance between the users and
the antenna array is flexible and the user location is flexible
as well. In this experiment as demonstrated in Fig. 8, we
separate two users (antennas) by 1.1 m and their distance to
the base station is set to 2 m. A beam shaped by phase shifters,
according to the beam codebook in Table I, is steered and the

Table IV: Experiment signal specifications
Parameter
RF center frequency (GHz)
Sampling frequency (MHz)
IFFT sample length
No. of guard band sub-carriers
No. of data sub-carriers
No. of cyclic prefix samples
Sub-carrier bandwidth (kHz)
Bandwidth compression factor α
Sub-carrier spacing (kHz)
Bandwidth (kHz)
Beam degree range
Modulation formats
Peak spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz)

OFDM
2.4
1.92
128
58
12
10
15
1
15
180
◦
◦
−30 : 30
4QAM, 16QAM
2, 4

SEFDM
2.4
1.92
128
58
12
10
15
0.9
15×α
180×α
◦
◦
−30 : 30
4QAM, 16QAM
2/α, 4/α

Fig. 8. Receiver side users. Nuser =2 and each user has NRX =1
antenna.

best beam pattern is selected based on the highest target user
received signal power.
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A. Fully Digital Precoding Testbed: FDP-I
In the fully digital precoding experiment as demonstrated
in Fig. 7(a), the phase shifters are only used for antenna
alignment. Therefore, to remove phase interference, the initial
phases of the phase shifters are all set to zero. An array of
six zero-degree phase shifters are directly connected to six
RF chains via SMA cables. The RF chain is provided by a
commercialized software defined radio (SDR) platform USRPRIO 2953R [35]. An omni-directional antenna is connected to
each phase shifter with the spacing of λ/2. Six USRP-RIO
2953R devices are used to provide six independent RF chains.
A CDA-2990 8-channel clock distribution OctoClock module
is connected to synchronize six USRPs by providing 10 MHz
reference signals and pulse per second (PPS) signals. The
baseband digital signal is generated in software LabVIEW and
distributed to six USRPs via a cabled PCI-express switch box
CPS-8910. Digital signals are converted to analogue signals
in each USRP and up converted to 2.4 GHz carrier frequency.
B. Fully Digital Precoding Testbed: FDP-II
Since RF chains are expensive to be implemented in practical systems, we design and test a two-RF-chain system in Fig.
7(b). The system architecture is similar to the fully digital
precoding system in Fig. 7(a) except for the number of RF
chains and transmitter antennas. The antenna spacing is still
half wavelength but only two USRPs are connected in this
case. The initial phase is set to zero in each phase shifter to
avoid any phase interference.
C. Hybrid Analogue-Digital Precoding Testbed: HP
The hybrid precoding system following a sub-connected
architecture is demonstrated in Fig. 7(c). For each RF chain,
three phase shifters are placed in alignment with half wavelength spacing. Power splitters are connected between phase
shifters and RF chains. In this case, each RF chain feeds the
same signal to three phase shifters via power splitters. The
initial phase of each phase shifter can be tuned to realize
analogue precoding functions.
The system sweeps the beam by changing the phase in
each phase shifter. Therefore, the user side received signal
power would be variable. The beam, which enables the highest
receiver side signal power, is the best one. After one sweeping
cycle, the phase shifters are configured to the optimal phase
parameters. It should be noted that an ideal narrow beam is
not easily generated in practice due to the limited number
of phase shifters and the low radio carrier frequency. Since
the experiment works at 2.4 GHz radio frequency and only
three antennas are connected to each RF chain, the inter-user
interference is inevitable. In addition, the shaped beam from
the phase shifter array has sidelobes, which causes interference
to neighbouring users as well. Therefore, the second stage
digital precoding is necessary to jointly fine-tune to enhance
user diversity gains and multiplexing quality.
V. M EASURED R ESULTS
We measure constellation patterns, error vector magnitude
(EVM), BER, SE and EE as performance indicators in this

Fig. 9. Measured 4QAM constellation and EVM.

experiment. Previous work [36] evaluated 16QAM-SEFDM
with small bandwidth compression factors. The results in
[36] revealed that by properly tuning bandwidth compression
factors, 16QAM-SEFDM can outperform 32QAM-OFDM and
64QAM-OFDM of the same spectral efficiency. However, this
is at the cost of complex receiver side signal processing, which
is not practical in our proposed low-complexity IoT scenarios.
In this work, 4QAM and 16QAM modulation formats are used
in the experiments to evaluate both OFDM and SEFDM signals transmission with transmitter side precoding processing.
As is shown in Fig. 9, the number of RF chains and
transmitter antennas have no apparent EVM difference for
4QAM modulated OFDM signals. There could be multiple
reasons leading to this result such as the small number of
users, good channel conditions and the low level modulation
format. It could be concluded that two antennas are sufficient
for pure digital precoding when two users are considered
in the orthogonal signal waveform OFDM. However, the
number of RF chains and transmitter antennas have great
effects on the performance for 4QAM modulated SEFDM
signals. The reason may come from the third stage waveform
precoding since a precoding matrix is multiplied to equalize
the SEFDM waveform ICI. Therefore, any deviations from
the first two precoding stages would be amplified at the thrid
stage. The SEFDM system of two RF chains is more likely
to have accuracy deviations and would cause performance
degradation amplifications. Extra flexibility of magnitude and
phase adjustment is required for the ICI mitigation, which
indicates more RF chains and transmitter antennas. With more
antennas connected to each RF chain via phase shifters, better
performance is achieved since the beam shaping from the first
stage analogue precoding catalyze more accurate amplitude
and phase tuning at the second stage digital precoding. In summary, based on our indoor experiment, for 4QAM modulated
OFDM signals, hybrid precoding has no obvious performance
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Fig. 11. Measured 4QAM BER.

gains when compared with pure digital precoding since subcarriers are orthogonally packed. However, hybrid precoding
has great performance improvement on 4QAM modulated
SEFDM signals due to the deviation sensitivity of waveform
precoding.
For higher modulation formats such as 16QAM, different
results are observed in Fig. 10. The fully digital precoding
OFDM system of six RF chains achieves a reasonable performance while reducing it to two RF chains resulting in evident
performance loss. This may comes from the high constellation
density of 16QAM and therefore the two-RF-chain system is
not accurate sufficient to fine-tune signal amplitude and phase
at the second stage digital precoding. With the help of extra
antennas and phase shifters while maintaining two RF chains,
the performance is apparently improved approaching the fully
digital precoding system of six RF chains. In terms of SEFDM,
the performance of six RF chains is slightly worse than that
of OFDM due to the joint effect of dense constellation and
waveform ICI. Since the SEFDM system of six RF chains
starts to show unreliable performance, cutting more RF chains
would further degrade performance, which is shown as the
scattered SEFDM constellation. With phase shifters and more
antennas connected, the performance is improved but it is still
worse than the OFDM.
In terms of performance improvement, hybrid precoding is
more efficient for SEFDM since the ICI waveform precoding
is very sensitive to the deviations caused by initial precoding
stages and is also sensitive to multi-level modulation formats
due to higher constellation density.
In addition to constellation diagrams, BER and effective
spectral efficiency are also presented in this section. The
BER performance, shown in Fig. 11, reveals that the fully
digital precoding OFDM has the best performance while other
precoding systems are slightly worse but are approaching
the best performance. However, the fully digital precoding

Effective Spectral Efficiency (bit/s/Hz)

2.3

Fig. 10. Measured 16QAM constellation and EVM.
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Fig. 12. Measured 4QAM spectral efficiency.

SEFDM system of two RF chains has a great performance
loss compared with other systems. This is due to the aforementioned deviation amplification at the waveform precoding
stage. It indicates that a higher number of RF chains or
antennas have to be equipped.
Effective spectral efficiency is defined as the ratio between
effective bit rate [20] and signal spectral bandwidth. The
effective spectral efficiency is expressed as
SEe = Re /Be = (1 − BER) × fs × log2 O × (Nd /N )/Be ,
(19)
where SEe is the effective spectral efficiency, Re is the
effective bit rate and Be is the effective spectral bandwidth;
Be = B for OFDM signals and Be = α × B for SEFDM
signals. fs is sampling rate, O is constellation cardinality,
(1 − BER) indicates the probability of non-error received
bits, Nd is the number of data sub-carriers and N is the total
number of sub-carriers. The sampling rate fs indicates the
number of samples can be delivered per second. In practical
systems, null sub-carriers are added on both sides of data subcarriers for the purpose of guard band protection. Therefore,
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Fig. 13. Measured 16QAM BER.
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the effective symbol rate is determined by the ratio between the
number of data sub-carriers Nd and the total number of subcarriers N . Furthermore, to obtain the correctly transmitted
symbol rate, (1 − BER) has to be considered as well. In
addition, the conversion from symbol rate to bit rate is related
to the modulation constellation cardinality O. Basically, higher
data rates would be achieved with higher sampling rates,
higher data sub-carrier percentages, higher modulation formats
and lower BER.
In terms of effective spectral efficiency in Fig. 12, SEFDM
systems with all RF chain architectures show higher effective
spectral efficiency levels than OFDM systems. The higher
number of RF chains or antennas, the faster for SEFDM to
reach the maximum spectral efficiency.
However, the 16QAM modulated systems show different
results in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Due to the high constellation
density of 16QAM, two RF chains are not sufficient to precode
spatially interfered OFDM signals resulting in performance
degradation. With the hybrid precoding architecture, performance is improved with a narrow gap with the fully digital
precoding OFDM system of six RF chains. The situation is

even worse for SEFDM, in which ICI would amplify the
distortion. Therefore, for the SEFDM system of two RF chains,
an error floor starts to appear. Even with the hybrid precoding
architecture, its BER curve would not converge and result
in an error floor as well. Only the fully digital precoding
system of six RF chains can converge and approach the OFDM
performance.
The divergence of BER performance determines the maximum spectral efficiency convergence speed. The OFDM system of six RF chains reaches the maximum spectral efficiency
faster than other precoding OFDM systems. For the SEFDM
system of two RF chains, since an error floor appears, its
spectral efficiency would be unlikely to reach the peak value.
In addition, there is a narrow gap between the six-RF-chain
fully digital precoding SEFDM and the hybrid precoding
SEFDM due to the BER performance loss between the two
systems.
The testbeds for different signals are configured in various
experimental arrangements of RF chains, omni-directional
antennas and phase shifters, resulting in a set of performance
parameters of EVM, BER and SE. In principle, the fully
digital FDP-I systems achieve the best performance given
the higher number of RF chains employed. However, extra
power consumption is required for extra hardware resources.
Therefore, a more reasonable criterion to compare different
systems is using energy efficiency. Work in [37] defined energy
efficiency to be the ratio between spectral efficiency and total
power consumption. This experimental work follows the same
definition of energy efficiency but with slight changes based
on our practical testbed conditions.
In this experiment, highly integrated software defined radio
devices USRP are used. It is difficult to isolate the USRP’s
power consumption parts, such as RF chains, power amplifiers
and other components. Therefore, in the total power consumption calculation, the power consumption Pusrp for each
USRP device is taken into account as a single figure. Since
phase shifters are stand alone components in this experiment,
its power consumption Pps is considered independently. The
tailored energy efficiency calculation for our experiments is
defined as
SEe
,
(20)
η=
Nusrp ·Pusrp + Nps ·Pps
where Nusrp indicates the number of USRP devices employed
in each experiment and Nps is the number of phase shifters.
According to the specifications of USRP-2953R [38] and
Vaunix LPS-402 [34], the reasonable power consumptions for
the USRP and the phase shifter are 38W and 250mW, respectively. Considering the effective spectral efficiency obtained in
Fig. 12 and Fig. 14, the energy efficiency levels for 4QAM
and 16QAM modulated signals are calculated and illustrated
in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, respectively. In principle, both results
reveal that the hybrid precoding system outperforms its fully
digital precoding counterpart in terms of energy efficiency,
when considering the same antenna scales.
Fig. 15 reveals that the best performance achievable FDP-I
architectures for both OFDM and SEFDM result in the worst
energy efficiency performance. This is due to the use of extra
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USRP devices in the FDP-I architecture. The FDP-II architecture and the HP architecture have similar energy efficiency
since the same number of USRP devices are employed for both
systems and the dominant power consumption comes from the
USRP. It should be noted that the FDP-II and HP architectures
for SEFDM reach higher energy efficiency levels than that of
OFDM because of the higher spectral efficiency achieved from
Fig. 12.
For the 16QAM modulated signals in Fig. 16, the FDP-II
architecture still maintains the worst energy efficiency for both
OFDM and SEFDM signals. For the other two architectures,
SEFDM apparently outperforms OFDM due to its higher
achieved spectral efficiency. It should be noted that the hybrid
precoding architecture starts to show its advantage over the
FDP-II architecture at low and moderate SNR values. The HP
and FDP-II will both approach the maximum energy efficiency
with the increase of SNR. This indicates that the hybrid
precoding architecture can reach the optimal energy efficiency
faster than the fully digital FDP-II architecture.
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